Label Installers Needed – Warehousing Market

ABOUT ID LABEL INC.

ID Label Inc. is the nation’s premier provider of warehouse barcode labels, signs and installation services. Our solutions are used by thousands of organizations to keep their businesses moving with efficiency, speed and accuracy.

JOB DESCRIPTION – WAREHOUSE LABEL INSTALLER

We’re currently hiring installation specialists to join our nationwide team. You’ll apply barcode labels and hang signs in large warehouses and distribution centers across the U.S.

This is a great opportunity to join a growing company and a growing industry, with competitive pay.

Typical daily activities may include driving a scissor lift (with training), using a template to carefully position and align labels, using a ladder, using basic hand tools (provided) to hang signs and daily cleanup of work areas.

If you’d like to travel and see many parts of the USA, this role is for you. The position requires 75 percent travel, occasionally for 2-3 weeks at a time. All travel expenses are paid or reimbursed by ID Label Inc.

DESIRED BACKGROUND AND REQUIREMENTS

- Must be at least 18 years old
- Strong work ethic and commitment to quality
- Able to work on your feet for 8-12 hours per day

HOW TO APPLY

To apply, please contact ID Label’s human resources department at careers@idlableinc.com or 847-265-1200.